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OVERVIEW
Shaken & Stirred was conceived as a long-term project to expand perspectives and generate new ideas
and collaborations. The goal is to create spaces where people across the I-O spectrum and beyond
come together to be inspired, get engaged, enhance our relevancy, and maximize our impact.
The 2017 Orlando Shaken & Stirred event was an exciting, experimental collaboration including SIOP
representatives, a diverse range of SIOP member involvement, outside partners, and the Shaken &
Stirred project team. The new and innovative format was almost two years in development.
The first event was intended to serve as a pilot for a new kind of conference experience, one that
would bring the I/O community together in a provocative and entertaining space. Our aim was to
create a highly-anticipated annual event that stretches the boundaries of the traditional conference
and supports the evolution of I/O science and practice.
The inaugural event was presented in collaboration with SIOP’s Invited Sessions committee. It was very
well-received, proving successful in its goal to attract a diverse audience and appealing to the full
breadth and depth of the I/O community.
As the result of significant buzz and interest in the project, we are poised to create an even more
dynamic experience if the collaborations continue. We are also eager to play our part in furthering the
Team SIOP theme and creating a memorable component within the larger conference experience –
one that spans all interests and cross-pollinates ideas across our diverse community.
We recently learned the Chicago conference location poses more challenges than usual that will
significantly impact the conference and program due to severe space limitations and budget
constraints. Our understanding is SIOP is now questioning how Shaken & Stirred might fit within the
conference.
We are pleased to report that upon hearing of potential resource constraints, last year’s speakers
rallied their support. Several organizations have since expressed interest in potential sponsorship for
Shaken & Stirred!
For this reason, we hope to connect with SIOP representatives soon to explore creative ways S&S can
add value to the 2018 conference. Toward that aim, the goals of this document are to share
background and context on the event and propose Special Event ideas for 2018.

MISSION
The mission of the Shaken & Stirred project is to inspire, engage, and challenge the I/O community to
broaden the field’s impact and influence through the sharing of diverse ideas and connectivity of
members and partners.

VISION
Designed to be an ongoing project and evolving annual event, Shaken & Stirred aims to create new
conference experiences, and supporting online forums, where people across the I/O spectrum and
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beyond come together in a provocative and entertaining space that inspires and engages us all to push
the boundaries of the field and increase our impact and influence.
Depending on interest and value with the event over time, we hope to utilize the One Question, Two
Minutes format for a few years, and then either change the content dramatically or pass the project on
to a new event team to evolve for the benefit of SIOP and the field of I/O.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Building 20
The inspiration for Shaken & Stirred started comes from MIT’s Building 20 and the remarkable
innovations, collaborations, and breakthroughs that came out of an unconventional space. It was built
as part of the WWII war effort for research and was meant to be temporary, but it ended up serving as
a creative incubator for 55 years. Nine of its inhabitants became Nobel laureates, two became
presidential science advisors, the first atomic clock was built there, Noam Chomsky changed the
direction of modern linguistics within its walls, and it was where hacking culture (and even the term
“hacking”) were born. It grew innovative new products and businesses and incubated completely new
scientific disciplines.
There was a spirit of nonconformity and open exchange within its walls that bubbled up innovation and
fast-forwarded progress. As Jonah Lehrer wrote in the 2012 New Yorker article “Groupthink”, the space
“forced solitary scientists to mix and mingle”. No one department owned it, and the tiny offices, long
corridors, and mishmash of people and interests led to an exciting stew of creativity. For decades, the
building was also famous for great parties, sometimes spontaneous, where people of all backgrounds
mixed and ideas flourished.
Many have tried to recreate the magic of Building 20, often through creative architecture (e.g., the
new Google corporate headquarters complex “Googleplex”, and Facebook which actually named a
building “Building 20”). Instead of using architecture, our goal was to create an event for SIOP that
would bring the best of Building 20 to the I/O community. To create a space that mixes our diverse
community, exposes us all to new ideas, challenges us to add more value, and then inspires us to
connect and exchange ideas through interaction and dialogue.

SXSWi 20x2
A 2015 event in Chicago called 20x2 provided the framework needed. 20x2 events have been held
annually at the South by Southwest Interactive (SXSWi) conference for 17 years (20x2.org/). The
format is for 20 people to take the stage for two minutes each to answer one seemingly simple
question (the question changes each year). These evening events are held at a local theater space and
have an atmosphere of thought-provoking performance pageantry. Alcohol is served, and there is a
strong social component: before, during (intermission), and after the event everyone present interacts,
reacts to what they have heard, and shares ideas. The mixing and mingling component is organic and
relaxed, with no formal structure.
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Discussions soon began with representatives of SIOP about the possibilities of such an event. At the
time, it didn’t have a name, but the idea was to hold an event with 15-20 speakers in a reception-like
environment. See Appendix A for the first communication about this event from September 2, 2015.
The incoming Program Chair, Zack Horn, suggested waiting until 2017 so it could be piloted as a Special
Event. During that time, the collaboration grew to include a few thought leaders willing to take part as
the first confirmed presenters, and graduate student volunteers who would round out the “event
team” and help with planning and social media.

Special Event Status, 2017
A proposal was submitted for Special Event status in May 2016 (see Appendix B). The hope was still to
have cash bars and socializing time as part of the event when the Special Events committee for the
2017 conference confirmed they wanted to work together. Aarti Shyamsunder, a Special Events
committee member, asked to work with us directly on the pilot project. As co-chair, she proved to be
an invaluable team member and thought partner.
It was at this time that Shaken & Stirred was named. The title was intended to set the expectation of
boundary-breaking ideas, evoke the mixing of people together, and make it extra appealing and
intriguing to the SIOP community with the addition of a cash bar. (The logo was originally going to be
swirling drink). In the fall, we were informed it was too ambitious to ask for a cash-bar and time for
“mixing and mingling” on top of such an experimental format, but we decided to keep the name since
the event was supposed to evolve.

WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA INFRASTRUCTURE
Following the successful model of 20x2, and after speaking to the 20x2 creator, Kevin Newsum, we
knew we wanted a dedicated website and social media pages to evolve the project. For the pilot year,
SIOP AO requested that we not develop and host our website independently. Instead, they asked for us
to develop it and have them host it as a microsite on siop.org. This meant we created and designed all
content and then sent it on to the AO for them to load into their CMS. The agreement between SIOP
AO and Shaken & Stirred was that we own the name, imagery, logo, and content on all of those pages.
We asked for agreement and feedback on our designs and creative along the way, and the SIOP AO
was a great partner. We agreed at the time that the issue of hosting would be revisited after the pilot
year.
Related social media sites were also started at this time, with the AO asking us to host those
independently. We started with Twitter and Facebook, and later added YouTube. We used LinkedIn to
spread messages, however the recent redesign made a Shaken & Stirred Group page unworkable.
Microsite Home Page:
http://www.siop.org/Conferences/17con/ShakenStirred/default.aspx
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SIOPShaken
@SIOPShaken
Facebook:
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https://www.facebook.com/siopshakenandstirred/?ref=bookmarks
@SiopShakenandStirred
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyHufpYliAjBb7n87e_yERg/videos
See Appendix C and D for sample screenshots from the website and social media pages.

SHAKEN & STIRRED 2017
For the inaugaural event, we curated a diverse group of participants to give short, creative
presentations that inspire, educate, and stretch the audience. Fifteen thought-leaders within and
outside I-O were given two minutes to answer the question “What if…?”

2017 Presentations and Speakers
•

What if we went bigger? by Alexis Fink, Intel

•

What if work becomes optional in the future? by Mike Morrison, Michigan State University

•

What if I-O psychologists were asked to define the future of work? by Doug Reynolds, Developmental
Dimensions International

•

What if social innovators were on the cover of Forbes? by Katina Sawyer, Villanova University

•

What if we don’t have meta-analysis? by In-Sue Oh, Temple University

•

What if SIOP were to “stay woke”? by Derek Avery, Wake Forest University

•

What if employees wear their emotions on their sleeve? by Megan Nolan, University of Akron

•

What if we could create the ultimate situational judgement test? by Ben Hawkes, Shell International

•

What if you could change something just by describing it differently? by Amy Grubb, FBI

•

What if journal editors were like John? by Steven Rogelberg, University of North Carolina Charlotte

•

What if gender mattered less? by Mikki Hebl, Rice University

•

What if we could predict everything? by Ben Taylor, HireVue

•

What if I-O psychology played a bigger role in incubation and culture? by Tom O'Neal, University of
Central Florida

•

What if we saw research the way developers see products? by Kathryn Dekas, Google

•

What if SIOP could help eradicate poverty on a global scale by supporting the GLOW agenda in both
applied and research settings? by John C. Scott, APTMetrics

2018 Event Team
•

Creator and Host (Chair)
o Jennifer Weiss, HR Alignment Consulting

•

Co-Chair
o Aarti Shyamsunder, Independent Consultant

•

Primary Event Team Volunteers
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o Jeremy Dedic, Independent Consultant
o Cristina Neacsiu, Illinois Tech
o Meghan Pickett, Illinois Tech

Idea Break
In lieu of the mixing and mingling that would happen with a bar set-up and reception time, we created
a 15 minute “idea break” in Orlando. The goal was to take advantage of the creative energy and ideas
in the audience during a break in the middle of the event. We wanted to mix people up and create an
avenue for meaningful output for the benefit of SIOP.
Representatives were introduced (asked to stand up) from a number of committees and groups that
we thought many in the I/O community should know about (including the 2017 program chair, the
2018 program chair, representatives from Special Sessions, Workshops, Theme Tracks, and Alternative
Sessions. The I/O Podcast folks were also introduced. The audience and speakers were then
encouraged to visit four workstations covered with paper and markers at the front of the theater, and
the SIOP representatives were encouraged to chat with people around the workstations.
For the Idea Break, the audience was asked to share ideas and feedback regarding:
•

Future SIOP conferences
o Special sessions
o Workshops
o Theme tracks
o Alternative sessions

•

Podcast

•

Reactions to what they hear from speakers

•

Ideas for next year’s S&S

All ideas were recorded and shared with representatives who took them back to their
committee/group/podcast/etc.
While it provided some valuable exchange, the Idea Break did not foster as much connection and
discussion as we’d like, and we hope to develop an event for 2018 that offers more mixing.
See Appendix E for pictures from the event

RESPONSE TO THE 2017 EVENT
The response to the pilot event was extremely positive. Survey and feedback data collected by SIOP
have not been shared, but there was excellent feedback through member discussions, post-conference
communications, and on social media. Speaker topics from last year have led to further collaborations,
presenters and event team members have been contacted by a diverse range of SIOP members to
discuss ideas, some SIOP committee representatives received useful ideas or connections that were
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reportedly brought back to their committees, and we know of at least one professor who has been
showing clips of speaker presentations in class for discussion. The 2017 Reversal Theory conference
has also asked to use the Shaken & Stirred format for a special event.
Please see Appendix F for sample feedback for the event and the ground-breaking presentations.

PRELIMINARY IDEAS FOR SHAKEN & STIRRED 2018
We hope to capitalize on the enthusiasm and anticipation for the next iteration of this event for the I/O
community. We’d like to create an event that inspires the audience, and then provides an opportunity
for such a diverse group of people to mix and mingle, thereby increasing the impact through idea
exchange and connection.
We want to start with a stimulating, multi-media “show” consisting of a wide variety of thoughtprovoking presentations by a diverse combination of thought-leaders, innovators, mavericks, and
boundary-breakers. Then we hope for the space and time to allow this diverse audience to socialize,
cross-pollinating ideas, building new connections, and hopefully sparking some new collaboration and
exchange.

Presentations
Approximately 15 presenters (hoping to get one or two “team” presentations included) are likely to be
invited for 2018, though that number may be adapted depending on scheduling considerations. Each
presenter will have two minutes to answer one seemingly simple question. They will be told they can
answer the question however they choose, but that it must relate in some way to the world of I/O.
They are told that their goal is to get the audience to think bigger, challenge their assumptions,
broaden their perspective, and/or get a kick in the butt to do more with their work. They are
encouraged to be as creative as possible, and strongly discouraged from traditional PowerPoint.

2018 Question
Top question contenders for 2018 are currently: “What’s next?” or “What’s the big idea?” Creative
discussions with a few event collaborators will lead to the final decision on the seemingly simple
question.

Invited Presenters
We will continue our goal of curating a diverse range of voices, from across the I/O spectrum and
beyond to challenge us all to think bigger, and stretch ourselves and each other, to increase the impact
and future relevance of I/O Psychology.
Within that list we will include a sampling of thought-leaders in our field across the wide variety of
specialties and across the academic/practioner spectrum. Participants will include Fellows and industry
leaders, as well as outside speakers from the local community in which the conference is held (e.g.
Behavioral Economist from the University of Chicago, the head of Chicago Ideas Week). We will also
seek out voices that are unexpected (e.g., graduate students such as 2017’s Mike Morrison in 2017)
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and who may not be well-known. The list will evolve as presenters agree to participate, continually
being revisited to ensure a truly diverse and multidimensional group of presenters.
Due to the positive reception of the 2017 event and anticipation for 2018, we will have a lot more
leverage this year to interest potential speakers (and fewer will hopefully say no than the first time
around). We also plan to crowdsource some speaker suggestions through social media platforms.
We have a constantly updated spreadsheet with speaker and topic ideas. Contributions come from
many sources, and key collaborative partners (e.g., members of the Special Events Committee, alumni
presenters, etc.) are utilized as thought partners to aid in identification and decision-support
throughout the curating process.
We can share some samples if this seems important to stakeholders, however the final list from 2017
gives a good idea of the breadth and diversity of our invited speakers. That said, we asked
approximately two speakers for every one that agreed to participate. We believe we can curate an
even broader range of presenters for future events due to the success of the inaugaural event and
resulting examples of Shaken & Stirred presentations.
Prospective speakers will be invited as soon as there is clarity on the scale/scope/nature of the event.
Due to the complexity of planning for an event like this, we hope for some urgency in determining how
we can best contribute to this conference.

Staging
Thanks to the incredible stage set-up in Orlando (where we were able to utilize the stage, lighting,
projectors, etc. from the Plenaries), we were able to put on a visually-impressive show. We did our
best to live up to the expectation of “spectacle” some stakeholders hoped for, and audience reaction
indicated success!
It is because the audience was so wowed by the Orlando show (see the exerpt from Allen Kraut’s writeup from TIP in Appendix F for a nice example), that we believe people will come to a 2018 event with
high expectations for exciting stagecraft. Therefore, we think it will be important to have a stage,
lighting, and sound support.

Room/Audience Size
As for the size of the space and audience, approximately 500 seems ideal, but we understand that a
bigger audience might be preferred by our collaborative parties (e.g., SIOP, third-party sponsors). We
can easily adapt for a larger audience with advance planning. We also understand there is potential
concern that any sessions scheduled at the same time as Shaken & Stirred might suffer, and would be
sensitive to that concern if the 2018 event does end up scheduled concurrently to other sessions.

Mix and Mingle Time
This is a unique event in its attraction to such a diverse audience. The long-term S&S vision goes
beyond simply exposing the audience to new and interesting directions in I/O and putting on an
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exciting and fun show. It is just as much about leading the audience through a set of experiences
together where they then have the time and space to talk and share ideas with people that they
otherwise would not interact with at the conference.
A cash bar and time for mixing and mingling are important ingredients for this larger experience we are
hoping to create where ideas are further exchanged and built-upon. Where everyone is not running off
to splintered subgroup events, but instead are connecting and cross-pollinating. Where the audience
has the shared experience of hearing provocative speakers, of laughing together, feeling angry
together, being curious together. Where there is the right mix of creative ideas, music, lighting, a few
surprises, and a strategic bar set-up that results in people mixing together organically.
If given a chance, the spirit of Building 20 could be recalled, even if for just a brief period of time, in the
mixing a diverse combination of intellectually stimulated people.

Bar Service and Entertainment Surprises
As described above, we are hoping we can host an event that provides diverse and stimulating content,
but also provides the time and space for new connections and idea exchange amongst everyone
present. There has been a great deal of interest from many in the SIOP community to evolve the event
with more social time, and the hope is for bar service and a reception component to optimize the value
of bringing together members across the I/O spectrum.
Ideas have also been brewing for entertainment additions to add some spontaneous energy and fun
surprises for the audience. We’d like to partner with a local community arts or youth group on this if
possible, and have ideas for tasteful spectacle that would enhance the audience experience while
exposing them to diverse and stimulating content.

Scheduling and Event Length
We are open to creative scheduling, and are happy to work with SIOP on how this Special Event can
best fit in. To initiate conversation on how Shaken & Stirred can best fit within the conference
experience, following are some proposed ideas regarding scheduling.
Some proposed ideas:
•

Part of the formal conference program e.g., 4 – 6 pm on Friday (with shortened presentations
and then a reception).

•

An evening event more in the model of a company reception. It could be held in the
conference hotel, with sponsorship provided by a third party (possibly 6 – 8 pm on Thursday to
minimize negative impact on too many receptions/parties/etc., especially if IBM is a sponsor).

•

Combining an hour “conference session” time at the end of the day with an early reception
(e.g., 5 – 7pm)

•

We can also explore other creative Networking Receptions options/collaborations with the
Conference Chair
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I believe the third-party sponsorship interest can likely be utilized for any of these options, and hope
we can capitalize on their interest to create something truly memorable and meaningful!
These ideas are presented as initial options and creative ideation toward our goal of working with SIOP
to develop and event that adds real value to the 2018 conference.

RESOURCES AND SUPPORT
Primary Requests
•

Ballroom set-up with theater-style seating (While our ideal is a space for about 500, we are
extremely flexible and can go bigger depending on SIOP goals and any 3rd party sponsor goals).

•

Access to room by event team and speakers two hours prior to start time

•

≥2 projectors and ≥2 screens (dual projection set-up)

•

Ballroom sound package (e.g., house sound system, mixer, 2+ power speakers)

•

Dimmable room lighting

•

Rigging point truss lighting

•

2 wireless handheld microphones and stands (to be clear, we need microphones with stands
that will stay in place on the stage as this event will be more of a performance than a
conference session. No podium, no clip-mics.)

•

Confidence monitor

•

AV tech/operator in room for support at tech table

Secondary Requests
•

Pipe and drape staging with LED up-lights

•

Bar/bartender(s)

•

Evening scheduling

Nice-to-Have Requests
•

If the event is held in a huge space with the expectation of a smaller crowd like last year (5K
ballroom in Orlando when expecting hundreds), we’d once again appreciate the standing pipe
and drape that helped us create a more intimate experience within a large space. It was a great
solution.

•

Video support (last year we were lucky that many presentations were recorded by audience
members, with many recorded by Zack Horn. These have been uploaded to YouTube, with 114
to 676 views per presentation as of this writing.)
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Volunteer Support
Beyond the terrific support last year from the Special Sessions group and Aarti Shyamsunder, we also
had three volunteers giving significant amounts of their time to Shaken & Stirred.
Jeremy Dedic did much of the creative, including logo, graphic, and interactive design as well as
audio/visual production.
Meghan Pickett and Cristina Neacsiu both helped with project management, social media efforts,
planning and coordination.
All three have offered further volunteer support for 2018, as has Mike Morrison, Amy Grubb, Katina
Sawyer, Sabrina Volpone and Bill Battle. Meghan and Cristina both attend the Illinois Institute of
Technology, and several other graduate students have offered their volunteer services if needed.
For the 2017 event, Tracy Vanneman also set us up with two extra SIOP student volunteers to help
with day-of set-up (One of them, Mariah Rosado, Roosevelt University, has offered to help in 2018).
The SIOP student volunteers were really helpful, but not essential for future events.

AO Support
For the Orlando Shaken & Stirred we did not ask for any AO resources beyond a couple touch-base
phone calls regarding logistics and room/stage set-up and connecting with them on event marketing.
We were surprised and appreciative when we learned Dave Nershi assigned specific AO staff to our
project, especially because basic room and stage set-up questions could not be answered until we
were all at the actual conference. We were happy to utilize the support offered and learned from
them, but for 2018 we once again only ask for contact regarding logistics and room set-up.. As for
event marketing and social media, we can coordinate with them if they have the resources, but we do
not require it.
The website set-up they requested for 2017 was described earlier. We are flexible regarding options
for content hosting. If SIOP wishes to continue hosting the content we provide and continue under our
previous agreement, and Jim Rebar has availability to update the site when appropriate, then we are
okay with it staying within siop.org as a microsite. Otherwise, we are ready to take over its hosting at
our own dedicated domain.
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APPENDIX A
Event Ideas First Shared with SIOP Representatives (September 2, 2015)
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APPENDIX B: SIOP 2017 Special Session Proposal
SIOP Special Session: Shaken & Stirred
May 9, 2016
Inspired by the popular 20x2 events at the South by Southwest Interactive (SXSWi) conference, SIOP: Shaken &
Stirred is proposed as an innovative, new event for “special” or “invited” session status for its inaugural year.
The event brings together a diverse group of speakers to give short, creative presentations that inspire, educate,
and stretch the audience while at the same time being entertaining and fun. It is designed to celebrate those
who are pushing the boundaries of I/O’s contribution to the world and challenge the rest of us to do the same.
Overview
•

•

•

•

•

•

20x2 events began 16 years ago at the SXSWi conference. Their format is for 20 people to take the stage
for two minutes each to answer one seemingly simple question (e.g., “What’s Next?” and “What’s the
Big Idea?”). These events are held in the evening with a cash bar and have a spirit of entertainment as
well as education and inspiration.
Shaken & Stirred borrows key aspects of the format and adapts it for the SIOP audience. We will have 15
speakers/presenters, curated as a diverse mix of thought-leaders and mavericks in our field. The event
will also include invited speakers from the community we are visiting (e.g., UCF Business Incubation
Program) and a few invited presenters from areas in which we perhaps should be expanding (e.g.,
Owlchemy, a company creating virtual reality job simulation games).
The question for SIOP 2017 will be “What if?” Presentations will be about 2 minutes each, and
participants are told the more creative and thought-provoking the better, with imaginative audiovisual
encouraged. Audience participation will be incorporated in the event, and if scheduling allows, time
before, during (at “intermission”), and after to mix and mingle.
Ideally, this event will be held at the end of the conference day on Thursday or Friday (e.g., 4:30 – 5:50
pm). A ballroom setting with a stage, presentation-style seating, and a cash bar will create the right
atmosphere (see more detail below).
While encouraged to focus on their area of expertise, presenters are being told they may answer the
question “What if?” however they choose as long as it relates in some way to the world of I/O. They are
asked to challenge the audience to think bigger, broaden their perspective and impact, and/or inspire
the audience to do more with their work.
Shaken & Stirred will be branded and marketed specifically for SIOP and will have a dedicated website
(see example link below). This event is designed to become a highly anticipated component of the
annual conference that generates excitement and stretches the boundaries of the traditional
conference. It will also serve as a great forum for the mixing and sharing of ideas, potentially leading to
new collaborations and interests within the I/O community.

2017 Participants1
•
•
•

1

Submitter and event emcee: Jennifer Weiss, HRA
Committed participants: Mikki Hebl, Rice University; Mitchell Marks, SFSU; Doug Reynolds, DDI; Steven
Rogelberg, UNCC; and John Scott, APT
Waiting to hear back from: Jose Cortina, GMU; Lillian Eby, UGA; Quinetta Roberson, Villanova; David
Rock, The NeuroLeadership Institute; and Mo Wang, UFL

Additional speakers will be invited to participate if special session status is granted.
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Proposed Event Outline, Setting, and Requested Resources 2
•

Event time
o 80 minutes including intermission and post-event mingling. The event can be adapted as needed to
meet time constraints
o

•

Emcee, event team (volunteers from the emcee’s alma matter, IIT), and speaker participants will
need access to the space one hour prior to start time for setup and prep

Setting/set-up
o Ballroom; chairs set up presentation-style
o Cash bar(s)
o
o

Elevated stage with two microphones on stands
Projection screen and speakers

•

Pre-event
o Lights dimmed slightly, music playing, projection with SIOP: Shaken & Stirred branding
o Five minutes until start, countdown clock projected onto screen

•

Introduction and First Half (Act I)
o At start time: lights further dimmed, emcee opens, introduces event
o Eight speakers in succession, each introduced by emcee
o Audience participation game (utilizing social media) and intermission announced

•

Intermission (10 minutes)
o Lights brightened slightly, music played again
o Emcee and event team reviews audience participation submissions
o Five minutes until second half, countdown clock projected again

•

Second Half (Act II)
o
o
o

•

Close
o
o
o

Lights dim again
Emcee opens second half and prizes awarded for best audience contributions
Seven speakers in succession, each introduced by emcee
Emcee closes out event
Lights brighten
Mix and mingling

Resources Desired from SIOP for Special Event:
•

Event location and early evening scheduling time

•

Financial support for session staffing and AV equipment through Swan and Dolphin Resort

•

SIOP conference passes for non-SIOP member invited speakers

•

Nice-to-have: A few hotel rooms for invited speakers (e.g., I spoke to The NeuroLeadership Institute and
David Rock or another NLI speaker will be more interested in participating if a hotel room is provided)

•

Support for event marketing

2

This proposed format is an initial agenda provided to show the Invited Session Committee a possible
event flow. It is flexible for change and adjustment based on feedback and suggestions from SIOP
stakeholders and event participants.
15

Dedicated website:
SIOP: Shaken and Stirred will have a dedicated website with brief bios/contact into/active links modelled after
20x2’s website: http://20x2.org
Sample SXSWi 20x2 videos for reference:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vU8sufOqmzk
https://vimeo.com/33353222 (minor explicit language)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oDJcJM6-BM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVhyTWBnjcc (some explicit language)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jtcxEDZPqw
https://vimeo.com/153002
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dP28BCuZ6g (some explicit language)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzY4yZxYaOY
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APPENDIX C: Shaken & Stirred 2017 Website/Microsite*
*Although an independent website was originally planned for Shaken & Stirred’s first event, SIOP asked
for us to develop it and have them host it as a microsite on siop.org. We agreed to create and design all
content and then send it on to the AO for them to load into their CMS, and they agreed we own the
name, imagery, logo, and content on those pages. We also agreed at the time that the issue of hosting
would be revisited after the pilot year.

“The Event” homepage at http://www.siop.org/Conferences/17con/ShakenStirred/

17

“Speakers” page with links to
individual profile pages.

18

Example speaker profile page with social media links.

“About Us” Shaken & Stirred page.
19

“Event Team” page with links to each team member’s profile page.

20

“Get Connected” page with links to Shaken & Stirred on social media.
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APPENDIX D: Social Media Pages

Twitter page for Shaken & Stirred, https://twitter.com/SIOPShaken

Example of tweet activity for the recording of Mikki Hebl’s Shaken & Stirred presentation.
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YouTube channel for Shaken & Stirred,
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyHufpYliAjBb7n87e_yERg/videos

23

Facebook page for Shaken & Stirred, https://www.facebook.com/pg/SIOPShakenandStirred/posts
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Appendix E: Images from Shaken & Stirred 2017

Signage shared the theme each speaker explored during the inaugural event.

Speakers and the event team for Shaken & Stirred’s inaugural event. (Photo by Barbara Ruland)
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Some audience members arrived early as the countdown clock ticked away. Red carpet was rolled
out as an unexpected surprise thanks to Dave Nershi. (Photo by Barbara Ruland)

Ben Hawkes of Shell International asked, “What if we could create the Ultimate Situational
Judgment Test?” (Photo by Barbara Ruland)
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Ben Taylor of HireVue asked, “What if we could predict everything?” (Photo by Barbara Ruland)

During the Idea Break, audience members collaborated on thought-provoking suggestions at four
idea stations near the stage. (Photo by Zack Horn)
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Derek Avery of Wake Forest University asked, “What if SIOP were to ‘Stay Woke’?” (Photo by
Barbara Ruland)

Thomas O’Neal of University of Central Florida asked, “What if I-O psychology played a bigger role in
incubation and culture?” (Photo by Christina Neacsiu)
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APPENDIX E: Sample Shaken & Stirred 2017 Feedback
“Perhaps the most amazing session I saw was ‘SIOP Shaken and Stirred.’ Set in a large, darkened
meeting room, the stage was worthy of a Silicon Valley new-product announcement by Steve Jobs or
Mark Zuckerberg. Fifteen presenters had just 3 minutes each to answer the question ‘What If…?’ They
each filled in their own question and then answered it. This session was, by turns, dramatic, mold
breaking, inspiring, and heart-warming. Talk about challenging and imaginative viewpoints. Here are
just four examples:
“Amy Grubb of the FBI asked, “What if You Could Change Something Just by Describing it
Differently?” Her point: Words can limit and also expand our thinking. She gave a variety of examples to
show that how we describe and frame an issue greatly changes our approach to understanding,
researching, and solving it.
“Mikki Hebl of Rice asked, “What if Gender Mattered Less?” She brought out the underrepresentation
of women in business and the US Congress, and she noted that only six, or 29%, of this year’s 21 SIOP
Fellows were female, inviting us to think about why this should be.
“Mike Morrison, a graduate student at MSU asked, “What if Work Becomes Optional in the
Future?” With automation rapidly replacing jobs, leading to unemployment, perhaps every person
would be need to be guaranteed an annual salary, say of $24,000 a year, whether they worked or
not. What then?
“John Scott of APTMetrics asked “What if SIOP Could Help Eradicate Poverty on a Global Scale by
Supporting the GLOW Agenda in Both Applied and Research Settings?” In his answer, he showed an
inspiring film on providing a global living wage that would enable people, organizations, and
communities to prosper and thrive. See it at https://youtu.be/zbZafHgqumo.
“Jennifer Weiss, who served as event MC, created SIOP Shaken and Stirred to be an ongoing and
evolving project. I learned that the 2017 debut of this novel and engaging session came about with
significant support from SIOP, particularly from Aarti Shyamsunder from the Special Events committee,
who served as cochair.
“Each of the speakers had obviously prepared and rehearsed for their brief time on stage, as if giving a
TED talk. They were models for all of us. I would love to see this type of session repeated. It deserves a
wide audience.”
– Allen I. Kraut, Professor Emeritus of Management, Baruch College CUNY (excerpted from An OldTimer’s Impressions of SIOP Conference 2017 in TIP Volume 55 #1 Summer 2017: Reflections on SIOP)
“Presenting at Shaken & Stirred was the most rewarding and professionally fruitful experience of my
graduate career so far. After a typical conference presentation, I may make a handful of research
contacts, and get one or two ideas for tweaking the idea I presented. By contrast, after my Shaken &
Stirred presentation I gained an entire network of contacts ranging from fellow graduate students to
prominent practitioners and legendary professors, all of whom wanted to keep in touch with me to
discuss my work, and all of whom I feel I could contact in the future about projects and research
questions. Interacting with so many amazing IO psychologists broadened my thinking as a researcher.
And the contacts, conversations, and ideas I developed through Shaken & Stirred lead directly to the
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two symposiums I'm submitting to this year's SIOP, and to my involvement with other novel IO projects
like the Work Science Center at Georgia Tech. But more than all of that, I think (as a student) Shaken &
Stirred gave me greater confidence to challenge accepted doctrines and push boundaries with my work.
“On a personal note, of all the wonderful comments people have sent me about my Shaken and Stirred
talk, my favorite reaction (after watching my S&S talk on YouTube) was from a particularly taciturn
colleague who just said "I've never heard people laugh and cheer at an academic talk before. Maybe if
more talks were like that, I would actually go to them."
– Mike Morrison, Michigan State University
“The Shaken and Stirred Session was my favorite session at SIOP this year. This format was so creative
and engaging. Thank you for being so courageous in “breaking the mold” and making such a fun
change for the conference attendees! I hope you are going to do it next year!”
– Sabrina D. Volpone, Ph.D., University of Colorado Boulder, Leeds School of Business
“It was an impactful session. Really really impressed and inspired by what I heard.”
– Amy Grubb, FBI
“... hugely fun, and I got tons of positive feedback afterwards.”
– Alexis Fink, Intel
“... this session surfaced some themes that we don't get to see often enough: Creative, passionate,
risky, diverse, aesthetic, innovative, provocative, compassionate, eclectic, courageous, moving, vagina,
and hip-hop. These are phrases you would not often use to describe a SIOP session. And now you can.
That's great impact.”
– Doug Reynolds, DDI Group
“Amazing coordination and performances, everyone! It's very clear you put a lot of thought and effort
into making a major Impact with your presentations. I will be a strong advocate for evolving and
featuring this session at next year's conference as well, whether featured exclusively at the conference
or off-site in a club. Thank you all for blowing my lofty expectations completely out of the water.”
– Zack Horn, 2017 Program Chair
“... what a vision and an incredible effort to put this together. Thank you for the invitation to
participate and I was amazed at all of the great presentations and ideas.”
– John Scott, APT
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“There were so many people that worked hard to make the event a success, and I appreciate the
opportunity to be a part of it. I look forward to seeing how this event evolves over the years!”
– Megan Nolan, University of Akron
“This SIOP was very special thanks to your ‘Shaken & Stirred’! It's super brilliant!! Thank you very
much!!”
– InSue Oh, Temple University (emai)
“First of all, Drake, myself, and others from our program were all very impressed with the event
overall. Drake and I felt that the idea break/podcast table was really helpful to us with regard to
generating new topics. We got some really great ideas, and made some connections as well with
people who were interested in collaborating with us. We'd love to be able to host the podcast
table/idea-generation discussion again during the idea break for next year's Shaken and Stirred. We
both agree that this would be really beneficial to us, provided that we want to cater our topics to the
interests of SIOP members.”
– Kelly Stewart (on behalf of Kelly, Drake Doumit, and Steve Toaddy of the I/O Podcast/Louisiana Tech)
“It was great to be a part of Shaken and Stirred in Orlando! I represented the Visibility committee
during the idea break session, and manned the table where our discussion question was what if I-O had
as much visibility as we wanted.
“I would love to be a part of the Shaken and Stirred series going forward, so let me know what I can do
to support you!”
– Bill Battle, Baruch & NYU
“Exciting and inspiring session.”
– Roya Ayman , Illinois Institute of Technology
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